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With a simple, rhyming text and beautifully reproduced paintings, No One Saw explores modern
art. Each painting highlights the way in which the artist looked at the world in his or her own way.
One look at the oversized details of her calla lilies convinces us hat no one saw flowers like
Georgia O’Keeffe. A city becomes art when looked at by Kandinsky. And Miró shows us the flight
of a bird like we’ve never seen it before. The message is a clear one: no two people see the
world in exactly the same way. There is beauty waiting to be seen and shared by you, so be
creative and, more important, be yourself!

"An art teacher would find this a useful book for introducing artists and their work to a primary
audience." -- Library Talk"The selections serve the impressionist through modern works well and
conclude that 'nobody sees the world like you.'" -- The Horn Book GuideFrom the AuthorWhen I
was in grade school and we did an art project, kids were divided into two groups: "kids who
could draw" and "kids who couldn't". These groups weren't defined by the teacher, they were
defined by the kids. I always felt fortunate to be one of the "kids who could draw", but as I grew
older I felt bad for the kids who thought they had no artistic talent, because I think all kids do.I
think we need to find ways for all kids to stay interested in art, whether they can draw a "realistic"
tree or not. Enjoying the creative process is what's important, because every person has his or
her own way of looking at things. That's what this book is about, and I hope it spurs at least a few
kids to keep doing their own thing with art, no matter what.Bob RaczkaAbout the AuthorBob
Raczka and his wife Amy are the co-creators of three masterpieces: Robert, Carl and Emma.
They live in Glen Ellyn, Illinois, with their dog Rufus, who is also a piece of work. As a boy, Bob
loved to draw―especially dinosaurs, cars, and airplanes. He also enjoyed making paper
airplanes and model rockets. He's a lifelong Cubs fan. Thanks to good grades (and some help
from his high school art teachers) he went to college at the University of Illinois, where he
majored in art. On a whim, Bob took an advertising copywriting class and loved it. When he
graduated, he became an advertising writer. But when his first child, Robert, was born, he
rediscovered children's books and thought, "I want to do this." So Bob began sending out
manuscripts and collecting rejection letters. Five years later, he sold his first manuscript, a book
about art called No One Saw. Little did he know, it would become the first book in his ongoing
series, Bob Raczka's Art Adventures.Read more
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Kimberly Kossover, “Perfect children’s introduction to art appreciation. I bought this book for my
son when he was a young child and he loved it. He is now a young adult and an incredible artist
himself. This book has beautiful pictures depicting the artwork of famous artists. The book is
written in rhyme and has a glossary in the back of the book to help you (your child) learn how to
properly pronounce the name of each artist and the title of each painting. I recently bought it
again to give as a gift for a friends child. I wish I could put this book in the hands of every little
child in the world to help introduce them to art.”

Connie P, “Everybody has their own unique way of seeing things. I used to volunteer as a
"picture parent" at my children's elementary school. This involved me visiting the classroom
once a month to talk to the students about certain artists and their paintings. Following my
presentation, I would have the children make a related craft or I would read them a book. I
shared several books by Bob Raczka, including this book, "No One Saw". It includes paintings
by talented artists like Van Gogh (“No one saw stars like…”), Andy Warhol (“No one saw soup
like…”), and Georgia O’Keefe (No one saw flowers like…”). The book is a very quick read,
consisting mainly of pictures, with information pertaining to featured artists in the back of the
book. Good book to introduce children to some of the famous artists from the 1800’s and
1900’s, and how they each had their own unique way of seeing things ... as do we!”

GFlowers, “Great intro to artists for kids. I started reading this to our grandson to introduce him to
art and famous artists. The rhyming text helps to pronounce artist's whom I was unfamiliar with
which was greatly appreciated. After only a few readings of it, he starts "reading" it to me and
now, randomly, will recite it. He doesn't always get the names correct, but he knows the flow and
delights this grandmother knowing that he enjoys it and he is learning many things.”

Kay8, “LOVE THIS BOOK (LOVE this artist!). I used this book as a part of my America unit with
preschoolers...I taught them to draw stars: lines, swirls, and "traditional." This book perfectly
illustrates how I feel about art---we all see things in a different way!”

Cheryl Aaron, “An excellent way to present a very broad selection of artists. Van Gogh illustrated
stars differently han we had ever seen them before. An excellent way to present a very broad
selection of artists, and encourage young ones in their own artistic pursuits because "nobody
sees the world like you."”

Rebecca Hill, “Through the Eyes of an Artist. This is one of my favorite intro to visual arts book of
all time!!!! Actually, so many are featured that are at the Chicago Art Institute nearby our Indiana
home.  EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE should get this book if they have children to inspire or not!!!”



inkwinks, “Teaches people to notice......... No One Saw is great for all age children. It answers
the question "What did this artist notice?" This book teaches that people don't all see the same
way or notice the same things. It inspires one to look carefully and notice details when
observing, and incorporate them into art work.”

AM, “Beautifully done.. This book is beautifully done. The pictures chosen are wonderful and the
text simple and understandable for the very young.  Glad to add it to our library.”

The book by Abigail Wheatley has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 59 people have provided feedback.
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